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FD, OD, AND fD,'WHAT'S THE RELATIONSHIP:

OR--NEW WINESKINS ANYONE ?'

INTRODUCTION

A recent trend in higher:education has been to t-stablish centers,

agencies or programs having as their purpose; helping faculty members

improve their instructional effectiveness. Recently, a.great deal of

-attention has been devoted to describing the activities of such agencies

in terms.of discrete categories titled Kaculty Development (FD), Organiza-
1

tional Development ,(0D), and instructional Development (ID). (Bergquist &

Phillips, 1975; Gaff, 1975). Briefly, FD activities focus on the knowl-

edge, skills, sensitivities and techniques of faculty members father-than.

the courses theyteach. OD actil,Oties seek to change the structure,

policies, and organizational environment in whith instruction takes.

Mactivities,-on-the other hand', focus on the systematic design,

development and evaluation of instructionarMaferials, lessons, courses

or curriculd.

Assumiingthat-these three kinds of activities are involved in instruc-

tion0 improvement, what is their relationship to each other? Must an

instructional improvement Program-encompass all three? Is there, some

priority or hierarchy among the three? Are they independent of one another?6

Is there some optimal gequence of these activities? if instructional

impravegient agencies are to provide services which will materially help

their institutions and if these agencies are to successfully plan for
,

their future it is necessarysto understand the relationships which link
,

these three -categories of activities.
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We suggest that underlying the relationships between FO, OD, and ID.

is the concept of change. If instruction is to improve, something related

to instruction must change, The instructional process or content must

change, or the 'faculty member's knowledge skills, or attitudes must

change, or the organizational environment must.chan6e.

For change to take place, the individuals affected must want to
,

change, and thereiust.be some new idea, practice, or object available

to those wishing to change. An idea, practice, or object perceived as
o A

newby'an-individual,has tLen J,---fined as an Annovation (Rogers & Shoemaker,

1971). Hence, we suggest that the entire range of instructional improve-
,

ment activities, F.,O, OD, and ID, can be regarded as teqpniques related to

. adoption of an innovation (new-idea, practice or object) by faculty.

-Therefore, to understand the relationships between FD, OD, and I9,-it"is

necessary to understand the process involved in faculty adoption of

innovations related to instruction.

THE ADOPTION/0F INNOVATIONS

Consider what must take place before a faculty member will-adopt an

innovation related to instruction, whether.it is the use of an overhead

proljeCtor, PSI, behavioral objectivei or criterion referenced tests. The

faculty member must: (1) be aware of the innovation and:know something,

about it; T2) perceive some personal need the innovation can fill; (3) seek '

out more detailed information about such things as the relative adVantages

of the innoVation, its compatability with existing practice, itsjomplexity,

the ability to try the-innovat'i`dn 'in-steps or sma.11 amounts, ar2d"the observ7

ability of the results of adOpting the innovation; (4) form 'posjthe attitudes,

4,
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.t4ward the innovation; (5) try the innovation (or-vicariously try it

through the experience of peers); and (6) finally, seek confirmation

of the ultimate decision to adopt the innovation (Rogers & Shoemaker,

1971).

The Concept of'ReActinss Innovate

Based the Rogers we believfthere must be a minimum level I
or degree'of "readiness" prior to the decision to adopt an innovation'.

In, fact, we suggest that there are two kinds of "readiness1",(1) individ-

ual readiness and (2) organizational readiness. By this we mean that

both the individual,faculty and his/her organization (department, unit,

college, etc.) must be "ready" to adopt the innovation. Supportfor

this notion of individual and organizational: readiness comes from a

recent study at Michigan Sate University which compared characteristics

`of innovators receiving instructional improvement grants with unsupported

innovators (Sachs, 1977). This stud,' found that both ty0eS of innovators

had expended considerable effort in learning about instructional innova--

,

tions, (e.g., readiness) through-workshops, visits, readings, -and consul-

.tation. However, departments of supported innovators showed less readiness

(support-for innovation). Hence, faculty bypassed'their local org6nization

(department) and instead-went to an all-university'granting mechanism for

support. The point is that instructional innovation requires both individual

and Organizationa readiness. Additional development of the concept of

readiness is provided next, as we believe it is essential to understanding

the FD, OD, and ID relationship.

Individual Faculty Readiness
1.

Faculty,readness involves both awareness and knowledge about the

innovation and,aboutneeds the innovation, can fill. It also involves-a

period of information seeking by the faculty member.



A wide variety of faculty readinesslroduciog-activities h6Ve been

4

described (Centra, 1976). These activities incltIde such things',,as short

seminars in which both_thosc: faculty who have adopted_ particular innova-

,

tions and those who have not, interact gout the innovati'ominanCial

=support is provided for faculty travel to See innovations-in use; or
G

values clarification exercises and retreats are held.

The common elewent-of these activities is that they seekto

create cognitive ttissonance'in faculty by providing-alternatives to the
ei

status quo through pres

strategies and highligh

needs perceived as impo

teach faculty the speci i1i cs a

Thenext step In.the pro ess of creating readiness is

ntations of

ini the ability of these alternatives to meet

listic alternative instructional

tart y the.faculty. Theseactivities do not

how to implement instructional innovations.

1 p

faculty-find out more about t ose innovations.whiCh most interest them.

At-this point in the addption process,. faculty will be most interested

in such general issues

What are. the relati

over the current 1 of

How compattb19

of doing things? 11

How complex the

Is it, possible to

I ',
'or withoUt undertakin

activities?

How observable'wil

e advantages_of the innovation,

oing things?

e innovation to .the current way

vatiOn?

y the innovation in small steps

major .reorganization of'currnt

the results ofthe-ihnovation be?

..1

(Roger &.Shoemaker, 1971, Chapter 4)
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Viesugsjst _that' there are two wads in which, fa ulty readiness is

"Whievli-CF.--trni!way,i-51-Talves planned intpvientions by instructional

improvement agency. The Other way involvtsthefaculty achieving their
'

own readiness

Based on data from-the MSU study (Sachs, 1977) we believe those

faculty who undertake adoption of instructional innovations on their

own initiative have previously achieved the 'necessary state of readiness

on their own through reading, attending conventions, workshops, talking

= with innovatf'Ve colleagues, etc. These faculty come to instructional

improvement agv,icies not to be persuaded, but to get more specific
!

help on how to accomplish their innovative plans. The instructional

improvement agency then reacts in response to these requests with_,

specific,skill workshops or individual consultation or by actually 1,

dIgii;the innovation for the faculty member (see Davies, 1974; and

Silber, 1975, for a discussion of the various roles of instructional

improvement agencies). The services provided after the decision hall

been made to adopt an innovation have traditionally been consfidered

instructional development (ID) activities.

However, not all instructional improvement agendies have been con-

tent to merely react to faculty initiatives.' Instead, these agencies

have sought to attract faculty members by, actively Creating this readi-
-

ness. Instead of reacting, they area'cting and focusing the fe&ilty

toward those innovations having high payoff or those which,the gstruc-,

tional improvement agency is most equipped to suppOrt. Thus, there are

reactive and proactive postures with respect toCreating faculty readiness.

i'AA
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'The importa.nt poZ.nt, however, in this: Creating faculty readirs.

for instructional-innovation is tt crucial component of improving instruc-

iss

tion; Furthermore, in our ju4on,:nt, the activities conducted'for the

purpose o: creating r,,Nklincss to innovate OM, and should. be

considers?, faculty developme (YD).
I

Organizational tS9cial System) Readiness

#0

The other type of readiness, which must be accounted for if faculty

are to succeed in adoptihg instructional innovations is social system

or organizatiohal readiness. Even if an inidivdual faculty member has

been made aware of alternatives to the status quo and has been persuaded

to try an innovation,.the attitudes of others in the department, college,

and ins itution as well as the characteristics and rules of that orOniza-,

tion may prevent such an innovation. For example, the organization may

not *vide resources or even the freedom to innovate and may go so far

as to puniih, those that try. While an'irklividual faculty member can,

and often does innovate without moral or financie. support from his

organization, such a situation is obviously not desirable in terms of

longevity of the innovation, or furtjier diffusion within the organization.

Moreover, individual faculty who acquire new sensitivities and skills

,through FD workshops or retreats may revert to old habits when they re-
,

tur unless the organization is ready to support them. It must be recog-

nized, therefore, that individual change (instructional innovation) must

receive support from group policies and procedures if it is to be sustained.

Furthermore, adoption of such teaching innovations on an.individual faculty

basii (such as4771'
00,

or competency based instruction) may necessitate struc-

tural or policy changes in the organization, such as admiss,lons, grading,

fee schedules, and faculty and graduate student workload.

. 8



In the case of organizational readiness, the posture of the instruc-

tional improVement -agenty may again be either reactive or proactive. If

the posture is reactive, thejnstructfonal improvement agency will, in

effect, wait until`a department or other organization achieves readiness

to acceptinhovation bn its own initiative. On the other hand, the

instructional improvement agency may take an active role in facilitating

activities within the organization which will provide a suitable climate

$or innovation to take place.
lk

If the instructional improvement agency efects t(!) take an interven-

tion role, a number of activities have been described in the literature
.

(Gaff, 1975;Xentra, 1976). These activities a44 typically group process

based and focus On such topics as goal setting, conflict resolution, im-

provement in communication, evaluation of productivity,workloads, and

resource allocation. For example, Michigan State University has developed.

a format for department or college self-studies which involve data collec-
t

tion, analysis and recommnedations on most of the above topics (Dressa&

r.

Qietrich, 1968; Davis, etal., 1976). Therole of instructional improvement

agency personnel ire this context is to act as a group leader, lacillibtator___

and resource person to help department personnel conduct the study.

The important point byre is this: Creating organisational readiness

. is the mirror irJag,,,, of creating individ?;ial madinens; both are crucial to

the adoption of innovations to -improve instruction. Furthermore, in our

judgement, the activities conducted fon- the purpose. of cheating organiza-

tional readiness to innovate are and should be considered, organizational

development (OD).

6°'
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RELATING FO, OD, AND ID TO IMPROVING

INSTRUCTIONAL 'EFFECTIVENESS

If one considers the numerous models of the ID process, (reviewed.
,

byItamas, 1973) there Is seldom, if ever, any prOvilion for assessi.ng or'

'creating faculty or organizational readiness'for, change. Our ID model&

assume a necessary level of readiness or commitment already exists prior

to the'beginning of activities related to lesson, course or curricular

development: On the other'hand, we believe that ID activities or

services Only become relevant after a decision/commitment h been made

to change something in' the instructional process.

Thus, we believe that the relationship between FD, OD, and ID is

that FD and OD provide the individual and organizational readiness

necessary for the adoption of an instructional innovation. The instruc-

tional innovation isadopted, or developed during the ID phase of

activities. Wthus believe that there is a sequential or prpreqpisite:

'relationship between FD, OD, and ID, in that ID becomes possible only

when faculty and organizdtional readiness is achieved through FD and OD

activities. Furthermore, individual and organizafional readiness for
. .

Change can be'achieved with or without intervention by an instructional

tmprovement agency.

The prerequisite relationship of FD and ODis based on an assumption

of voluntary adoption of innovation. If change is mandated by administra-

tive fiat, contract language or new laws, then.faculty or organizational

readiness becomes somewhat irrelevant.

10
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Since each institution will differ regarding the characteristics

01:twitrfaalit:y7-its organization and its instruction, as wenas,on the

state of readiness for innovation, the relative neethfor FD, OD, or ID
6

activities (or other readiness activities) wilt differ from institution

toinstitution. Eurthermoi'e, the posture of the instructional improvd-

. ,

ment agency will vary on a continuum from passive to active intervention
w 4

in FD, OD, and ID.

We predict, however, that the increased pressures on faculty from

declining budgets, declining enrollments, unionization, etc:, Will re-

duce the number of- faculty attempting innovation on their own

initiative- p the survival and growth of an increasing number of instruc:

tional improvement, agencies will become dependent on their ability to

("seek out and attract new faculty clients. Where it had been possible

tor these agencies to be successful in the past by focusing solely on

instructional development types of activities because sufficient faculty

and organizational readiness already existed in those faculty seeking
.

service, a.new approch will be required to cope with the changing nee s

of the .facul/y and insiltution. Hence,,we believe the recent increase

in 'interest in the discrete areas of faculty and organizational develop-_

ment portends this shift from a passive to a moreactive posture.

CONCLUSION

FD, OD, and ID are not new ideas, but useful expository devices.

They allow'us to Categorize and label.a. number of activities which are

fundamentally related to the adoption of innovations. The functions of
I i
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.

FD and OD,are to create a level of individual and organizational readi-

ness and commitment to change in teaching process or content. FD and

.00 in and of themselves do not directly affect a change in teaching

process or content,'but are prerequisite to it. Once a decision has

beenmade to change, the ID process used in achieving the change in

teaching practice may involve use-of a systematic development model or

itltay involve a simple adoption of an existing technological device

or teaching strategy.

I We beiee that FD, OD, and ID hanve been practiced for some time

by a number of instructional `improvement .agencies actively involved in

encouraging faculty to'innovate. FD, OD, and ID are.thus.merely old

wine in new wineskins.

What is new, is the increased interest in FO, OD, and ID as discrete

activities. This, we feel, portenA a change in emphasis for many in-.

structional improvement agenc'ies from a reactive stance to a more active

one -- attracting faculty rather than simply waiting for them to appear

on ;their own.

O

In surii, we believe FD, OD, and ID in a voluntary system, to be

hierarchally related to the innovation adoption process and of equal

importance in improving instructional effectiveness.

, Because these three-areas are so closely linked to the concept of P.

readineS.s for innovation, the queWon is not which of these three areas

"shduld be,emphasized or undertaken, but rather how to assess and ipereas

,readiness for change, at yourinstitutioh,

12
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Figure I.' Gaff.tCatego

Source.: Jerry G^ Gaff, TOWARD FACULJY REhEWAL-(Sa'n Francisco:.
Jossey-BasT, 1975).,
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ATTITUDE

APPENDIX 1

PROCESS STRUCTURES
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1Figure 2: Berquist & Phillips Categorization v,

Source: William H. Berquist and Steven R. Phillips, °Copponentls of
an.Effective:Faculty Development PM-gram," THE JOURNAL OF
HIGHER EDUCATION, 46 (19751, 1831-. r-

4.

I

;.

Recently, Berguist and Phillips (1977) presented another categorization
model. For purposes- of this paper,; this model will not be dealt with,
but 'readers are encouraged to study this-model, as well.

1 4
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